
    

 
 

ad libitum 
8. Composition competition of the 

Winfried Böhler Kultur Stiftung and the Netzwerk Neue Musik Baden-Württemberg 
Contemporary music for young musicians 12 years and older 

 
Winfried Böhler Kultur Stiftung 
The Winfried Böhler Stiftung, founded in 2002, has been involved for many years in social aid projects, in 
development aid and also in the cultural-artistic field within the framework of child and youth welfare, and is an 
important partner of artists and cultural institutions in the Stuttgart region in the networking of its activities. To 
strengthen these activities, Winfried Böhler established the Winfried Böhler Kultur Stiftung in 2007. 
 
ad libitum Composition Contest 
The contemporary repertoire for amateurs or music-making children and young people is extremely narrow. The few 
works are often technically too difficult, not suitable for the instrumentation or not variable enough. The Winfried 
Böhler Kultur Stiftung and the Netzwerk Neue Musik would like to contribute to making an attractive, artistically 
high-quality and playable repertoire of contemporary music available for children, young people or adult amateurs in 
all genres. 
Within the framework of its eighth ad libitum composition competition, the Foundation is therefore providing prize 
money of €7,500 for 3 commissioned compositions that meet this requirement. A total of € 1,500 is available for the 
realization of the works. The challenge for the compositions is to reconcile a high level of musical quality, flexibility in 
instrumentation if necessary, and technical feasibility by amateurs or semi-professionals. 
 
This year, the competition ad libitum is to be held purely digitally. This is the competition's response to the 
pandemic situation and the wide range of media possibilities that have been developed over the last few months. 
Accordingly, the call for entries is specifically looking for works and projects that revolve around the themes of 
digitality and virtual spaces and explore them artistically. We are especially looking for genuine concepts for online 
pieces, for example, that understand the Internet and/or an associated digital production as an instrument, a 
framework and a space of possibility. How much these concepts include the instrumental playing of the musicians 
or focus on purely digital sound production is up to the participants. The pieces should be aimed at young 
musicians from the age of 12, including pre-students at music colleges. 
 
Criteria of the call for submissions  
Digital works and concepts for online pieces that use the Internet/virtual spaces as an instrument and framework are 
particularly welcome. Preference is given in this call to works for young performers aged 12 and older (including pre-
college students). The duration should ideally not exceed 10 minutes. Should the concept of the submitted work 
require a deviation from this, this time limit may be exceeded in individual cases. This must be justified in particular.  
 
Instruments can be included as soloists or in very small ensembles; it is expressly encouraged, for example, to 
develop Internet-based concepts, online interactions and performances, or to search for, research and submit 
corresponding results in a purely digital way in the field of fixed media ("tape pieces" or multimedia works) etc.  
If instruments are included, these can be used, for example, in the form of digital compositional collaboration 
between composer and instrumentalist within the framework of the above-mentioned possibilities. Many other 
approaches are also conceivable. Experiments and innovations are particularly welcome. 
 



 
 
 
 
Application 
The Winfried Böhler Kultur Stiftung and the Netzwerk Neue Musik Baden-Württemberg invite composers to apply for 
a composition commission. For this purpose, meaningful documents should be submitted, including the following: 

• A short artistic curriculum vitae 
• A concept explaining why you are applying for this commission, including a sketch of the form in which it 

should take shape. 
• The concept should definitely state for which cast the piece is intended and what technical requirements are 

necessary for its realization. 
• Two to three work samples with compositions for different instrumentations (if possible with audio samples) 
• Postal and e-mail address of the composer (Link to own website or link to publisher/agency, if available) 

 
In case of acceptance of a commission, the composer commits himself/herself to the following 

• To contact potential interpreters on his or her own after having been referred by the Netzwerk Neue Musik 
(alumni of the Landesjugendensemble Neue Musik B-W, students of participating music schools, personal 
contacts) and to get to know them in order to assess their musical and technical skills. Depending on the 
nature of the work, we keep open the possibility of realization with different participants. 

• To exchange information with the respective interpreters in case of questions during the composition 
process. 

• To accompany the rehearsal process and to work closely with the interpreters and, if necessary, with the 
ensemble director. 

 
Jury, rehearsal and first performance 
A jury will evaluate the submitted applications and award up to 3 composition commissions with a total value of up 
to €7,500. 
The jury of experts will make the selection for the award of the commissioned compositions from the submitted 
applications. The jury's selection criteria will be based solely on the quality of the submitted portfolio and concept 
for a new composition and its feasibility for amateur or semi-professional performers or small ensembles in a digital 
context.  
The decision on the commissioned compositions will be made by the end of June 2021.  
The rehearsal will take place on the composers' own initiative with their partner performers or ensembles. These will 
be contacted independently by the composers after being arranged by the network. Depending on the nature of the 
work, we keep open the possibility of a realization with different participants. The New Music Network acts as a 
contact and coordinator of the competition, a detailed communication is desired.  
 
The works are to be developed with the performers starting in the fall of 2021. The performance material for the 
selected concepts should be completed by December 2021. The works to be developed should be (premiered) in an 
online event at the end of 2021/beginning of 2022. The definitive format for this is still to be determined - 
depending on the pandemic situation and the submissions. For this purpose, the cooperation partners as well as the 
Netzwerk Neue Musik Baden-Württemberg will make their possibilities of publication, application and press work 
available for the events. 
 
Submission requirements 

• The deadline for applications is June 13, 2021. 
• Applications should be submitted digitally to mail@neuemusikbw.de. 
• The goal of this competition is for compositions to be created in collaboration with the performers. 

Therefore there is no fixed date for the submission of the score. This will be discussed individually with the 
composers. 

• Applications that do not meet these criteria will not be considered. 
 
 
 


